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This new title by Kate West, bestselling author of The Real Witches' Handbook, will contain

masses of spells and rituals for celebrations marking the seasons and festivals of the year, as

well as a wealth of other information about magic for the initiated or the beginner alike.This

book is the perfect guide for anyone who wants to perform seasonal spells. It is the perfect

follow-up and next step in the highly successful 'Real Witches' series, providing a full year's

working in the Craft, and will appeal not only to those who have purchased other titles in the

series, but to anyone from Sabrina fans to serious witches.

About the AuthorSarah Stewart Holland has always had a passion for talking politics. As the

creator and cohost of the hit bipartisan political podcast Pantsuit Politics, she has turned that

passion into a career. When she's not opining about policy or the latest political firestorm from

behind the mic, Sarah serves on the City Commission in her hometown of Paducah, KY, where

she lives with her husband and three young sons.Before turning to the mic, Sarah wrote about

parenting and politics on her blog bluegrass redhead. Her writing has also been published on

the Atlantic, Huffington Post, Scary Mommy, and BlogHer. Sarah received her BA from

Transylvania University, and her JD from American University's Washington College of Law in

Washington, DC.Beth Silvers (from the right) owns and operates Checking In with Beth Silvers,

a life and business coaching practice. She has been recognized as one of Ohio's Most

Powerful and Influential Women by the Ohio Diversity Council, a Human Resources

GameChanger by Workforce Magazine, and one of Cincinnati's Forty Under 40 business

leaders. Beth lives in Union with her husband, Chad; daughters Jane and Ellen, and miniature

schnauzer, Lucy. She loves people, politics, poetry, and watermelon.--This text refers to an out

of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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AND MAGICMerry Meet, welcome to The Real Witches’ Book of Spells and Rituals!Magic

really does work. It’s not a myth or imagination. It may not yet be scientifically proven, but it

does work. Magic is all around us and is practised by almost everyone, even though they may

not realize it! Crossing fingers, touching wood, ‘kissing it better’, wearing a Saint Christopher

for safe travel, making a friendship band, blowing out the candles on a cake or dropping a coin

into a well and making a wish are all acts of magic. The practitioner may not really believe in it,

and so it may not fully work, but it’s still magic. The difference between these magics and the

magic of Witchcraft lies in the fact that Witches do it with intent, focus and balance – they

believe it will work and it does.But why does anyone want to use magic? Everyone seeks

control of their lives; from the youngest toddler to the oldest wise woman, we all want a say in

what happens to us. Magic was more common in times past when we were still close to our

native beliefs. It may have been driven underground and turned into superstition for a while, but

now it is returning. In a world where just about everything is overlooked or controlled, by laws

and people outside our personal influence, we are now remembering and returning to the old

ways of taking personal control of our lives and our world, and of making the changes we seek

in them. The Craft gives us the ability to do the former and the skills to work the magic to do

the latter.In the Craft we learn:* Self-development and understanding.* Personal responsibility

and control.* To live with nature and the elements, in balance and harmony.* The cycles of the

seasons and how they relate to us today.* To comprehend the energies created by the phases

of the Moon and the Sun.* How the elements relate to us, our lives and our personal balance.*

To use the energies both within and outside of us.* How to personally communicate with the

Divine.* To live as a part of the real world whilst enhancing our inner lives.* To focus our will

and direct our intent.* When and how to use the above to create magic to change our world



and our lives.* How to structure our magic through Rites and Rituals to make it work.In the

Craft we use magic and spells to:* Understand ourselves and those around us.* Make personal

change.* Understand the world and our place in it.* Bring inner peace and harmony.* Bring

about physical, emotional and spiritual healing, for ourselves, our near and dear, and for those

who seek it for themselves and others.* Ease communication and aid understanding.* Aid in

study, tests and exams.* Find work, do well at it and achieve our potential.* Protect ourselves,

our homes and our near and dear.* Find and nurture friendship, romance, love and

partnership.* Work towards healing the land and protecting the life that grows from it.* Help us

in all aspects of our lives, and the lives of those we care for.Many people think that magic is a

question of saying the right words, in the right way, at a specified time. They’ve seen it on TV

so it must be true! Others think that it is a question of mixing the right ingredients in the right

way. But magic isn’t cookery and you need to do more! Some think it requires you to step back

from real life, to insulate yourself from normal activities such as work, to isolate yourself from

normal people by dressing strangely or behaving oddly. But a Witch must live as a part of the

real world, not apart from it, to maintain her/his connection with life. A few still believe that

magic involves selling your soul to some mythical devil and invoking hypothetical demons to do

your bidding! Magic requires none of these, most especially the latter. Magic will only happen

by working with, not against, nature to bring about natural change in life and the world. For

magic to work it does not require special ingredients and words, but knowledge, effort, energy

and understanding.In finding out how to make your magic work you will have to clear away your

personal emotional baggage and come to terms with who you really are and what you can truly

be, which is almost certainly more than you think possible now. You will come to understand

and harness your personal energies, as well as the energies of the elements. And you will find

that you come to know, and be known by, the Goddess and the God.In this book I have given

you not only a series of spells which might be made to work, but also the foundations of the

magical practice of Witchcraft, so that you can make your spells work if you are prepared to put

the effort in. I know, even as I write this, that there are some readers who will want to go

straight into trying the spells, and I cannot stop you. But I do offer the following caution;

attempts to practise magic without a good understanding of the basic techniques can result in

the magic failing to work, or working in a way that you did not intend. In magic, as in all things,

you should be careful what you wish for, as you just might get it!Most of the magics practised

by the non-Witch are done to ward off the bad things in life, rather than to bring on the good.

But Witchcraft is not just there to fix that which has gone, or might go, wrong. If you work your

spells within the practice of the Craft, you can take control of your life and make positive

change. Just remember, magic does not happen ‘as if by magic’ – you have to work at it!

TWORITES AND RITUALS, SPELLS AND MAGICMAGICAL TERMSThere are many terms

associated with the working of magic: spells, incantations, charms, rites, rituals, and so on.

Before we look at actually how to create magic, I’d like to examine some of these terms, so that

we all know what we are talking about!RITES AND RITUALSA Ritual is a series of thoughts,

words and actions performed to bring about a specific result. A series of Rites can go to make

up a Ritual. Rites and Rituals are not confined to Witchcraft or magical working, although these

are the contexts to which we tend to relate these terms. To clarify: your ‘Ritual of getting up’

could be broken down like this: ‘the Rite of waking’, then ‘the Rite of visiting the bathroom’, ‘the

Rite of making a cup of tea or coffee’, and so on. In the Craft we use the term Rites to define

pieces of magical working such as creating the Sacred Space, raising power, working a spell,

and so on. These Rites can then be placed together to form a Ritual for a specific purpose

which could be the working of magic, the celebration of a life event, or maybe a festival.MAGIC



AND SPELLSMagic is often defined as the ability to create change through the application of

will. A spell is defined by the dictionary as a magical formula, but in the Craft we consider it to

be more of a process, as magic is not just the doing or saying of things in a certain order. Many

Witches do not use the word ‘spell’ to describe their magical working as it tends to conjure up

somewhat simplistic images from fiction and mythology rather than expressing the true process

of harnessing and focusing internal and external energies to create change.INCANTATIONS

AND CHANTSMany people expect a ‘spell’ to be, or at least to include, a few rhyming lines

which are repeated or even chanted to make something happen. This would be an incantation,

and some Witches do use them as a part of their magical process. But it is not necessary to

have poetic ability to make magic work.Chants are verses or songs, usually chanted by

Witches working in a group. They are most often used in the Craft as a technique for raising

power, that is the harnessing and focusing of the energies of the group. Some Solitary Witches

also use chants, but often within their heads rather than out loud.CHARMS, TALISMANS,

TOTEMS, ETCThese are objects which are magically charged so that they may be placed

where the magic is desired to work or which may be carried on the person. The definitions

between them are often blurred but frequently Talismans are paper or parchment with symbols

to represent the magical intent, whereas Charms are frequently jewellery, stones or other

objects. Totems are usually a group of objects which are kept together, often in a Totem Bag,

which represent a grouping of things or people. A Totem Bag may contain objects to represent

each of your family members with the intent of bonding the family together. You may also come

across other terms used to describe these kinds of magical artefacts, such as Amulet – usually

a charm, which is worn with a protective intent. Sometimes you will have to assess the

meaning of a term by the item and the purpose for which it is intended.‘WORDS OF

POWER’From time to time you may hear, or read, about ‘words of power’, and some people do

believe that there are, out there somewhere, special words which if said in a special way will

create magical effects. This belief is more appropriate to the realm of the Ritual Magician than

that of the Witch. It is true that resonances and vibrations, which are found in many things, can

be utilized to help make change. However, their magical ‘power’ comes from the way in which

the practitioner can bring those energies into balance with the elements both within and

without.Having said that, it is worth remembering that all words can have the power to make

change, depending on how you say them and who you say them to! How many times have you

said something that you later regretted? This is why in the Craft we tend to emphasize the

need to think before you speak or, for that matter, act.HOW MAGIC WORKSBriefly speaking,

magic works when you can harness, balance and focus the five elements of Air, Fire, Water,

Earth and Spirit, both within yourself and from outside. This is a complex ability, which comes

more easily with practice, so we usually start by using a number of visual links and cues to

help bring all these elements together. The elements exist inside us and outside of us and they

have many symbolic representations, visual and mental links, which may be used and which

are often termed correspondences.Understanding of the five elements is one of the most

important concepts of the Craft, and the foundation of working magic. Together with

visualization, which I’ll talk about later in this chapter, this is what makes Magic work. All the

candles, incense, cords, images and other tools are just that; tools that you use to implement

and enhance your understanding of the elements and your ability to visualize.So what are the

elements?AIRAir is within us as our thoughts, and as such should be the first element to be

brought into use, for thought should always precede anything else! Air represents the thinking

and planning stage of any proposed action, magical or otherwise.Externally, Air is everything

from the gentle breeze that ruffles the leaves to the destructive force and power of the



hurricane or tornado. Air is all around us and without it we cannot breathe. We take the external

air into our being with every breath and, with practice, learn to draw on that external energy to

fuel our internal thoughts.Air also represents and is represented by the direction East, incense

or a feather on the Altar, the season of Spring, the morning, and often the colour

yellow.FIREFire is our passions and enthusiasms, it is present when we become enthusiastic

and excited by an idea. It is the difference between having an idea and really wanting to put

that idea into action, or the difference between needing something to read and wanting to buy

that particular new book!Fire is everything from the spark that falls from a match to the full

energy of the Sun, or the inferno of a volcano. Without fire there would be no heat, no light and

no life.Fire is represented by the direction South, a candle or crystal on the Altar, the season of

Summer, midday and the afternoon, and usually by the colour red.WATERWater is our

emotions. It is when we become emotionally involved in an idea or project, when it actually

becomes important to us.Externally, it encompasses the gentlest raindrop, the streams, rivers

and oceans, the torrential downpour of a summer storm to the awe-inspiring tidal wave or

tsunami. Water is essential to all life; we drink it, bathe in it and use it daily with little

thought.Water is represented by the direction West, a bowl of water or a shell on the Altar, the

season of Autumn, the evening, and often by the colour blue.EARTHEarth is our physical self,

our body. It is the stage in a process when we move from the mental aspects to the physical

and ‘make it real’ in the world.Externally, it is the land, the soil, rocks, stones and mountains. It

is the foundation from which all life springs and to which it ultimately returns for rebirth.Earth is

represented by the direction North (often called the place of power), salt or a stone on the

Altar, the season of Winter, the night, and often by the colour green.SPIRITThe essential self

that makes us who we are, sometimes called the soul, is our Spirit.Outside of us the Spirit is

the Goddess and the God, and that Divine essence permeates all things.Spirit is represented

by the centre of the Circle and by the Circle itself as it is all places at all times. In the Circle we

ourselves also represent Spirit, as do the Goddess and God we call upon in our workings. On

the Altar, Spirit may be represented by statues or pictures of the Goddess and the God, by a

gold and a silver candle, or not at all because it is everywhere. It has no time and no season for

it is present in all times and seasons. It is often represented by the colour violet, or by the

electric blue of the Circle itself.When preparing to work Magic we commence by setting the

Altar with representations of the elements, so that they are indeed present in actuality. We then

invoke the elements in the Quarters (the four compass points) and invite the Goddess and the

God to complete the five elements. These steps are part of creating the Sacred Space, which

is not just an area, but a key step in making Magic work. In Ritual we call upon the elements

externally. But we also need to evoke the elements within, and often this starts before the

practical steps of creating the Sacred Space. It begins when we think carefully about the Magic

we wish to perform, and continues as we become enthusiastic and emotionally involved in it.

The process culminates in the Circle when we put those mental steps into action in the actual

creating of the Magic, by whichever means we select, and when we imbue it with the spiritual

energy of our inner self.I have mentioned that we need to have the elements in balance. This is

essential; you can easily see the problems that might be caused if your actions are powered by

emotion and passion, but lack thought. Magic without any passion will be flat and without

energy, magic without emotion will be weak and uninvolved, and so on. Where one element is

in greater strength than another you also get imbalance, which is why it is a bad idea to work

Magic when ill, very angry or upset. This is one of the reasons why it is so difficult, for even the

most experienced Witch, to work magic for those people and things which are closest and

most important to them, because their emotional involvement can be overwhelming.In order to



be able to harness, balance and focus the energies of the elements we need to spend some

time actually getting to know and understand them. For some people this can be done by

spending time simply experiencing them in the natural world, and this is one of the reasons

why so many Witches like to work with plants and nature, even if that means just keeping a

couple of pot plants. Others may find that they need to spend time using visualization or

meditation techniques, such as pathworking. All tend to find that they need to do some mental

and spiritual ‘housekeeping’ from time to time, to ensure that they clear away the ‘baggage’

caused by daily life and relationships. It used to be common in the Craft to hear the term ‘tests

of the Elements’, and this referred to actual tasks, often set by the High Priestess of the Coven,

which had to be completed before the Witch was considered to be accepted for the next level

of learning. These ‘tests’ seem to have died away in modern times, but it is still a good idea to

set yourself tasks which will expose you (safely) to experiences of the elements in their natural

state. These might include going to a hilltop to experience strong winds, lying down in strong

sunlight to meditate (not just to sunbathe!), immersing yourself fully in the sea, or visiting a

deep dark cave and turning your torch off for a few minutes. Deliberately seeking to experience

the Spirit is somewhat harder to envisage, but often the best way to set about this is to devise

a meditation which can be performed in Circle or to perform a Self-

Blessing.VISUALIZATIONAfter understanding, harnessing and balancing the Elements, the

next most important technique in being able to work Magic is that of visualization. Visualization

is simply being able to imagine so strongly, that what you imagine seems as ‘real’ as the ‘real

world’. It is not just a matter of seeing the ‘picture’ in your mind, but also of being able to

experience the other senses of sound, taste, touch and smell, too. Whilst a lucky few find that

this comes naturally, many people find it extremely difficult at first, but it really is just a matter of

practice. The secret is not to expect too much too soon. Start by bringing to mind recent,

mundane events, such as the last meal you ate, or the experience of watching TV last night.

When you can conjure these up in your mind’s eye so clearly that you can remember sounds

that you may not have been aware of at the time, then it is time to move on to less personal

experiences. Many people soon realize that the technique of visualization is something that

they practise in an unformed way when they daydream. For them it is more a question of

learning to direct their ‘daydreaming mode’, rather than learning a new technique.Visualization

is important in the practice of magic because the more strongly you can visualize your magic

actually working the more effective it will be. In many cases it is best if you actually visualize

the whole process which will bring about the desired change, rather than just focussing on the

end result. For example, if someone has an infected finger, it can be more effective if you can

visualize the white blood cells rushing to the site to destroy the infection, rather than simply

focusing on a healed finger. Likewise if you can visualize two warring parties meeting and

agreeing to talk things through, then visualize their discussion, with both sides being patient,

your chances of bringing about a reconciliation are far greater than if you just hope that they

will ‘make it up’.The ability to visualize means that, after much practice, you will be able to

perform magic without tools and equipment. There comes a time when you can learn to utilize

the elements, create your Sacred Space and work your magic with no Altar, words or actions,

other than the visualization within your mind.PREPARING TO WORK MAGICHaving talked

about how to make Magic work we need to look at the things we need to do before we can

actually start doing it. We’ve already seen why you need to have your ‘internal elements’ in

balance, but there are other things you need to consider before you start waving that ‘magic

wand’! As I’ve said before, one of the sayings of the Craft, which seems to have made it into

everyday speech, is ‘Be Careful What You Wish For’. This is because, first, there can be



sometimes quite a large gap between what you ask for and what you really want. ‘I want gold’

could result in your being given a gold sheet of paper or a gold-coloured flower. Secondly, you

need to think carefully through all the potential consequences. ‘I want gold’ could result in

inheriting money through the loss of a loved one. So you need to formulate your magic very

carefully. You’ll find other cautions later in this chapter, but don’t expect these to cover all

eventualities. Personal responsibility is one of the key tenets of the Craft and you are

personally responsible for all the effects of your magic, whether you foresaw them or not!In

order to prepare your magic it is a good idea carefully to think through not only what you want

to happen, but also what might happen, good or bad, as a result. A good many Witches place a

spell of protection over their car. Done carefully this can help to avoid accidents (although

careful driving is still a prerequisite!), damage and theft. But done without due thought it can

also result in a car which seems, from the actions of other road users, to have become less

visible, resulting in several ‘close calls’ on the road!You also need to consider your

environment. You will be less likely to be able to focus if there are distractions, both physical

and mental. This is why you should have a clear and tidy working space, should turn off the TV,

radio and phone and ensure that you will be free from disturbances from others. If possible lock

the door, ensure the children are abed and any pets are settled out of the way. You also need

to ensure that you yourself are prepared, that you are neither hungry nor thirsty, nor likely to

need the bathroom halfway through. Then you need to be able to clear your mind of all the

worries and concerns of daily life. For this we often use the Rite of Banishment of Unwanted

Influences (see here), which allows us to rid ourselves of outside thoughts. Many Witches find

that the best way to personally prepare is to bathe, and then dress in special clothes, which

they reserve for Ritual and Magical work. This has the effect of helping you to distance magical

work from daily life. For some, the setting of the Altar helps to enhance this process as it is a

Rite in itself which focuses the mind on the work to come.Speaking of setting the Altar, it is

essential to ensure that you have everything to hand which you will need. It is very distracting,

whether working on your own or in a group, to have to pause to leave the Circle to collect

something. For this reason many Witches write a short summary of what they are about to do,

together with a list of the tools they will need. For some, this writing of their intent becomes not

just part of the preparation but also part of the Magic itself.When working in a group or Coven it

is also important that everyone present is aware of the intention of the Ritual and that they

agree with the Magic to be worked. If just one person in a group disagrees with the purpose of

the Magic they can have an adverse effect on the outcome. At the least they weaken the

Magic, at worst they can prevent it happening at all. Everyone needs to be aware of exactly

what is going to happen, and their role in it, as the energy flows more freely when everyone

can move smoothly and knowledgeably throughout the Ritual. Hence in Coven working it is

usual to find that a copy of the Ritual, with roles assigned, is available to everyone on their

arrival at the Covenstead. In addition, the High Priestess will then go through that Ritual with

the whole group prior to the start of working, to ensure that everyone understands exactly what

is supposed to happen and what is expected of them.WHAT PREVENTS MAGIC FROM

WORKING?Having looked at what makes magic work we also need to look at the things that

can prevent it from working.Asking for the Wrong ThingAs mentioned above, you must be

careful what you wish for, otherwise you may get what you asked for, not what you actually

want. Generally speaking, the more time you spend considering what you really want to

achieve, and considering all the potential outcomes, the better you will be able to formulate

your wishes and direct your intent.Insufficient BeliefIt is not necessary for your subject to

believe that magic works for it to happen, this is not a form of faith healing. Although having



said that, if your subject, or any participant in the Ritual, actively disbelieves that it will work,

that will have a negative effect on the outcome. Think of it this way; you are applying positive

thought towards making something happen, and if someone else is applying negative thought

then the two thoughts may cancel each other out, or the lesser of the two energies will weaken

the stronger.However, it is essential that you believe that your magic will work. If you have

doubts about your ability, or the ‘rightness’ of your actions, then these will weaken or even stop

your energy from working.Too Much TalkAlthough I have said that in a Coven everyone must

be aware of what is to happen, talk about magical working should not extend beyond those

actively taking part. First, for the reason above, the more people who are aware of your magic

the more likely someone will hear about it who will have negative thoughts towards the

outcome. Please also remember that however cautious you are about who you tell, and

however much they promise to keep it quiet, secrets are only secret when no one knows about

them. You must have heard someone say ‘can you keep a secret?’ just before telling you

something they are not supposed to be communicating!The second reason is because talking

about your magic can actually reduce the energy and focus you can put into that magic. Think

back to the last time you felt really strongly about something, perhaps an injustice or some

gossip – the more you talked this over with your friends and family the less outraged or

strongly you felt. This actually shows the way your energy is being dissipated by simple

communication.Need as Against DesireMany people confuse what they need and what they

want; you may ‘need a drink’, in which case water will suffice, whereas you want, or desire,

champagne. Hence in Magic, if you say you ‘need a Porsche’, the result may cover your need

for transport, resulting in a free bus pass, rather than your desire for a fast smart car. I have

often been asked if it is possible to change a flat tyre by magic? The answer is yes, but your

request is more likely to be granted through the arrival of someone who will help you to change

your tyre, rather than by some kind of conjuring trick in which the jack leaps out of the car, the

screws undo themselves, and the wheel is replaced by some invisible agency! However

carefully you phrase your wishes there are some times when you get what you need rather

than what you desire. This is because there is a part of your mind which, rather sensibly, is

aware of what is required to solve your ‘problem’, and will function at that level. This is an

integral part of the kind of magic performed by Witches rather than other kinds of less

acceptable practices where self is considered to be all.You are Asking for Something Outside

of NatureThis is especially pertinent in the case of money spells. Money does not exist in the

natural world. In nature, effort is rewarded in practical terms; you plant then you can reap, the

bat flies at dusk and hence can catch his dinner. Hence money magic is likely to either give you

what you asked for in an unpleasant way – inheritance, for example, or in a useless way – you

crash your car and get paid on the insurance, leaving you financially no better off. If you work

for the opportunity to earn money, then you are working within the natural course of things,

whereby your effort can be rewarded with payment in the way in which the world works.It’s Not

Meant to BeThere are also occasions when magic will not work at all. In short, I believe that

this is because the Goddess and the God know best and, once we have taken the step of

dedicating ourselves to them, they do in fact watch over us and step in to prevent some of our

greater follies. They also have their own plans and purposes and sometimes it is not for the

individual to be allowed to interfere with them. The sort of magic which falls into this category

tends to be associated with serious illness, and we just have to accept that in some cases that

person’s time to move on has indeed come. This is not to say that you shouldn’t work for the

remission of major illness, but that it will not always work. Do also remember that you can also

work for the relief of pain, and for the emotional healing and comfort of that person’s near and



dear.You are Too Close to the ProblemIt is sometimes very hard to work magic for yourself and

for those close to you, not because of any natural laws against it, but simply because your

focus and concentration will not be all they should be. It is hard enough to remain focused on

dressing a bad cut which is bleeding heavily if this is someone you care for deeply, let alone

bringing the elements into balance, raising energy and working magic. Similarly, if you have

pressing physical or emotional concerns in your own life, you will find it almost impossible to

become mentally and physically prepared for any kind of magic unless you can put them aside.

If those very concerns are to be the focus of your magic then you will find it nigh on impossible

to put them aside as well as focus on them at the same time! In these circumstances you need

to find someone else, who you trust implicitly, to work magic for you.Love MagicThis is an area

where magic can go wrong even if it works perfectly! If you work magic to make someone love

you, sooner or later you will be wondering whether it is you they love or the spell which is

working. If you work this kind of magic for someone else you will then be perceived as being

responsible for their relationship, a bit like being the instigator of an arranged marriage where

one partner is not aware that it has been arranged. At the least you will find yourself drawn into

every hiccup in the relationship, at the worst you may find yourself being blamed for every

argument or problem, or even the fact that person B did not turn out to be exactly what person

A had hoped for some ten years down the road! If you must get involved in relationship magic

then stay with some of the less direct options, such as increased confidence, the opportunity to

meet a person with whom you can be happy, and so on.You Fail to Pay for What You Have

ReceivedMagic should be seen as an exchange of energies. Whilst you put some of the energy

into the spell, much of it comes from outside of you, from the elements, the Goddess and the

God. This energy should be repaid. This is not to say that you are going to give them money,

but rather that you should do something to repay the energy. This should be something which

expresses your thanks, whereby you put your energy back into the land, or into honouring the

Goddess and the God. Tending growing things, be they plants, pets or children, is one way.

Creating something in honour of the Divine is another. But whether you choose to trim your

hedge, clear litter from a local park, take your child to the swings, or paint a picture, it should

be done with the intent of giving thanks to the Goddess and the God and to the elements.

Every act of magic should be repaid in some way, and as soon as possible, it is a part of

making the magic work. It is not a question of a bargain where you will pay for it if it works; it is

more a question of giving thanks for being able to access the energies and for the attention of

the elements, the Goddess and the God. Should you fail to repay the energies, your magic will

decline over time and, in due course, fail.Having looked at the ways in which magic does and

doesn’t work, let’s move on to some of the Rituals into which we put our spells and

magics.THREECASTING THE CIRCLE, AND OTHER FREQUENT RITESAs I said in the last

chapter a Ritual is usually constructed out of several separate pieces called Rites. Many of

these are performed in the same way and to avoid repetition later in the book I have put these

basic Rites into this chapter, so that you can refer to them whenever you need to.Basically,

there are two kinds of Ritual; Esbats or working Rituals where magic is performed, and those

which are celebratory, for instance Sabbats and Rites of Passage. In the former, energy or

power is raised to fuel an act or acts of magic, and therefore a Circle should be cast. As the

latter are celebratory it is not necessary to raise power and therefore to actually cast a Circle.

This division between Esbats and Sabbats is not fixed as it is possible to work magic at the

Sabbats (so long as it fits with the theme of that Sabbat), in which case you will need a Circle.

Also, you can work magic at other phases of the Moon, and these Rituals will also need a

Circle. Similarly, you may choose to hold a celebration, perhaps a Wiccaning or Handfasting, at



an Esbat, in which case you will not need a Circle. Initiation Rituals, whilst celebratory, are also

magical workings and will need a Circle and the raising of energy, even though you are not

working any spells as such.There is also a difference between working on your own as a

Solitary and working in a group or Coven. In the former you have only yourself to prepare, in

the latter you have others to consider and communicate with. In the former you can work

largely in your head, silently and perhaps sitting on the floor. In the latter you will need to speak

out loud and probably move around one another. You will also find that it is helpful to have

more tools and visible objects when working with others, as these visual keys help to ensure

that everyone is focused on the same thing at the same time. When starting out as a Solitary

you may find that these same visual keys help you to retain focus, as you will have much to

remember as well as keeping your intent clear.THE WORKING SPACEThis is the room or area

you intend to work in. Witches do not need purpose-built temples or even a special room in the

house as they can create their Sacred Space wherever they wish to. The area in which you are

going to create that space is your working space. It should be spacious enough for you,

whether you are one or many, to move freely in, and indoors this may mean moving some of

your furniture. Again, if it is indoors it should be clean, tidy and free from too many distractions,

as you not only need to focus but you are also inviting the Goddess and the God, so try to

make it somewhere you feel they would come to! If outdoors you need to ensure that you are

neither trespassing nor are likely to be disturbed. If you are Solitary, or few in number, then you

should be doubly careful that you are not going to be accosted by passers-by wondering what

you are up to. You also need to ensure that it is safe, with no hidden cliffs, rabbit holes, broken

glass or rusting metal to be discovered by the unwary. The working space is generally

considered to be circular, although you may need to compromise somewhat if you are short of

space or have a non-circular area to work in.Whilst it would be nice to be able to align your

working space with the points of the compass, so that your North really is in the direction of

North, it is not always possible. In this case try to align as closely as you can, whilst still being

able to use the space in a reasonable manner.THE ALTAR AND WORKING TOOLSHere I am

going to give a fairly basic Altar layout with a selection of the tools most commonly placed on it.

There are other ways of setting the Altar and a great many other tools which may be placed on

it. Some Witches like to have all their working tools to hand, others prefer to have only those

which they are going to use. Whichever course you choose it is as well to check the tools

against your Ritual notes to ensure that you have everything which you are going to use,

before you Create your Sacred Space.Working tools do not have to be expensive or bought

from specialist suppliers, you can select ordinary everyday objects for many of them, or make

your own. It is, however, preferable if your working tools can be kept separate from other

household items and their use reserved for Ritual and magic as, with use, they will build up

their own reservoir of magical energy.ALTARThe Altar is simply the surface on which you place

everything you will need to work with. If you are on your own and intend to work sitting on the

floor, then it could be as simple as a small cloth placed in front of you, although do ensure that

if you are using candles you can keep them safe. However, most Witches prefer to use some

kind of table or other surface of adequate size at a convenient height. When working outside

you may like to use a convenient rock or tree stump, or to take a box with you for the

purpose.The Altar can be placed in one of a number of parts of the Circle:* The Centre, to

allow you maximum use of the circumference. This is especially useful when working indoors

with limited space and a large number of people. This is less convenient if you intend to Circle

dance, or to have any other central feature such as a cauldron or fire.* The East, which is the

starting point of the Circle, as it represents Air and thought. This does mean that when it



comes to actually Casting the Circle you will have to move around nearly the whole circle (as

you always move Deosil in Circle) before commencing to actually Cast it at the North-East.*

The North-East, or point of entry. This is fine unless and until you wish to have someone come

in at the point of entry, as in Initiations for example.* The North, or point of power. This is where

I prefer to have the Altar.Whichever you choose, it is important that you and everyone else in

the Circle know at which point the Altar is set. Generally speaking it is best to choose your Altar

point and then keep that for all your Rituals in order to avoid subsequent confusion!ALTAR

CLOTHIt is usual to cover the Altar with some kind of cloth, kept especially for the purpose.

This not only protects the surface from any spills but also helps to mark the change of use from

daily to Ritual. An Altar cloth does not need to be particularly fancy, or bought from a specialist

supplier, but it does need to be kept clean and unrumpled. You may choose to have different

cloths for each of the Sabbats and others for different kinds of magical working, or you may

simply have the one for all Craft purposes. Whichever you choose is up to you, there is no right

or wrong choice.REPRESENTATIONS OF THE ELEMENTS* Earth. Earth is usually

represented by salt in a small container. Some consider that it should be rock salt rather than

sea salt, but again it is what feels right to you that is most appropriate. However, you could also

use soil, a small rock or pebble.* Air. Air is generally represented by incense, which may be of

a scent to complement your magic or the festival. Incense comes in sticks, cones and loose,

but whichever you select you will need to ensure that you have a fireproof stand or container to

place it in or on. Please ensure that this container does not itself become so hot that it could

set fire to the underlying surface. If using loose incense you will also need ‘self-igniting

charcoal’ on which to burn it, and probably some kind of tongs to hold that charcoal whilst

setting it alight. Loose incense is usually burned in a container called a Thurible (see Appendix

2, Terms and Definitions). Please consider the effects of burning incense on any smoke

detector you may have fitted! You will also need matches. If you cannot burn incense you could

substitute essential oil in an oil burner, or even a feather to represent air.* Fire. Fire is usually

represented by a candle, in which case you will need a safe candleholder. You may also like to

have a snuffer with which to extinguish the flame later on. If you cannot have a naked flame

then a small faceted crystal is a good alternative.* Water. Water is generally represented by a

small bowl or dish of water. Some purists like to collect rainwater for this purpose, rather than

using the chemically treated stuff that comes from the tap. As a substitute you can have a

seashell or other object which represents water.THE GODDESS AND THE GODIt is usual to

have something to represent the Goddess and the God, and hence the Spirit. This could be

statues of your chosen Deities, candles – one for each or one for both, or other objects which

you feel encapsulate their Spirit on the Altar.ALTAR PENTACLEThere are many fine Pentacles

available today, but you can just as easily create your own in salt (if you have a steady drawing

hand) or paint one onto a flat stone or circular board. If you were to look closely at mine you

might notice a distinct similarity to a circular breadboard! In addition to the Pentagram (see

Terms and Definitions), other symbols of the Craft may also decorate the

Pentacle.ATHAMEThis is the Witches’ blade. Strictly speaking, you do not need an Athame, as

anything you cannot invoke with a finger you will not be able to invoke with the knife! Many

consider that the Athame should be placed on the Altar, however these days many Witches will

wear theirs in a special holder or scabbard which hangs from a cord at the waist. Certainly, if

you are working in a group it is easier to have your Athame at your belt than it is to have 10 to

20 placed on the Altar.WINE AND CAKESMost, if not all, Rituals will contain the Rite of Wine

and Cakes, so you will need a Chalice with wine in it (or fruit juice if you cannot or should not

drink alcohol). If there are many of you, you may need to have the bottle on hand for topping



up. Red wine is usual, although on some festivals and other occasions you might feel

something else is more appropriate. Also, you should have a plate with enough biscuits for

everyone in Circle plus one (for the offering). These can be specially made, or you can buy

ordinary small biscuits. An alternative is pieces of fruit.NOTES OR SCRIPTThis can be a short

note to remind yourself of the purpose and steps of your Ritual, or it could be a whole ‘script’ in

a special book, supported in a book holder, which everyone in Circle can access if the need

arises. This latter option is more often used in complex Rituals which are performed

infrequently, such as Handfasting.AND ALSOThere are many other tools which can be placed

on, or by, the Altar for specific purposes:* Boline, the white-handled knife used for cutting and

carving, etc.* Sword, sometimes used for casting the Circle.* Cauldron, for containing fire to

burn things, or water for scrying.* Besom, or broom for sweeping the Circle and for use in

Handfasting.* Wand, sometimes used for invoking Air and Water.* Scourge, representing the

sorrows of life and used in some Covens to maintain and enforce discipline.* Cords,

representing self-control and discipline and used in cord magics.There are other objects, such

as parchment, crystals, etc, into which the magic can be placed in specific spells, and these

form charms, talismans, and so on. You may also wish to add to your Altar pictures of your

‘clients’, flowers to decorate, gifts for Coven members, and so on. There is more on these in

Chapter 6, Magical Resources.What you should not place on the Altar are things unconnected

with the Craft and the Ritual: tea and coffee cups (although a glass of water might be placed

there if you feel the need to sip during Ritual), ashtrays, cigarettes, and any other bits and

pieces from daily life.CREATING THE SACRED SPACEHaving tidied and cleaned your working

space, set your Altar and checked that you have everything you need, you are now ready to

create your Sacred Space. In a Coven, whilst one or two people will prepare the Altar, the

others will be checking that they understand the Ritual and, where these are used, changing

into their Ritual clothes.The steps are as follows:* Centring.* Blessing the Elements on the

Altar.* Invoking each of the Elements – Air, Fire, Water, and lastly, Earth.* Inviting the Goddess

and the God.* Casting the Circle.If you are working in a group then you can have different

people taking different roles and they can stand at the appropriate points of the Circle to do so,

either staying in place or moving (Deosil) into place to perform their parts. Depending on

numbers you may have enough individuals to cover all the parts or some may have to double

up on roles. In group working it is important that everyone is focused on each action every time.

So when one person is invoking Air, they will say the words and perform the actions whilst

visualizing the element, and everyone else will turn to face the East and will also visualize that

element. When working on your own you can remain in one place and either remain facing the

Altar or turn to face the different directions.CIRCLE ETIQUETTEBefore I move onto the actual

method of Creating the Sacred Space, there are some rules which really must be followed in

Circle:* Move Deosil, clockwise, at all times. Walking Widdershins, anticlockwise, undoes

things and is reserved for a very few occasions. If this means you have to walk the whole

circumference to get to where you should be, that’s fine.* Take your time. There is no hurry in

Circle, so try to move sedately and carefully. Also give other people the time to return to their

place or get to where they should be.* Repeat the Blessed Be’s. Every time someone says

‘Blessed Be’, it should be echoed by everyone in Circle, preferably in unison, although that

takes some practice.* Remain focused. Even when it is not your turn, or someone seems to be

unnecessarily long-winded, remain focused on what is happening and on the purpose of the

Ritual. There should be no whispered comments, witty asides or small talk.* Never, ever, touch

another Witch’s Athame. The Athame is personal to each Witch, far more so than, say, a

toothbrush. To touch another Witch’s Athame, unless they have specifically asked you to, is the



height of bad manners.HOLDING THE ATHAMEYour Athame is held in your strong hand (right

if you are right-handed or vice versa), with your forefinger pointing along the flat edge of the

blade towards the tip. You should hold it firmly, so that when moving around it is not likely to fly

out of your hand and injure someone.CENTRINGEveryone gathers and stands in a Circle

facing inwards. In our Coven people will usually stand so that they are in place for whichever

part of Creating the Sacred Space they will be performing. We also try to ensure that men and

women alternate around the Circle to balance the energies. The High Priestess stands in front

of the Altar with her High Priest on her right-hand side, and she goes through the outline of the

Ritual to ensure everyone knows what they will be doing. Everyone holds hands. The High

Priest then says:‘Let us centre ourselves. Feel the earth beneath your feet that is as our flesh.

Feel the air which passes in and out of your lungs, which is as our thoughts. Feel the fire that is

around us and which is our passions. Feel the water which flows in our veins and is our

emotions. Blessed Be.’In my Coven and its Daughter Covens we then together recite The

Witches’ Rune, originally written by Doreen Valiente:Darksome night and shining moonEast

then south then west and northHearken to the Witches’ RuneHere we come to call ye

forth.Earth and water, air and fireWand and pentacle and swordWork ye unto our

desireHearken ye unto our wordCords and censer, scourge and knifePowers of the Witches’

bladeWaken all ye unto lifeCome ye as the charm is madeQueen of Heaven, Queen of

HelHorned Hunter of the NightLend your power unto our spellWork our will by magic riteBy all

the power of land and seaBy all the might of Moon and SunAs we do will so mote it beChant

the spell and be it done.There are other versions of the Rune which differ somewhat, but this is

the version we use.BLESSING THE ELEMENTS ON THE ALTARUntil you have Blessed the

Elements they are still objects in the mundane world rather than representations of the

Elemental energies. Note that Air, Fire and Water are Blessed and Consecrated, whereas

Earth is simply Blessed. This is because salt is deemed to be pure in itself. It is usual for one

person to do the whole of Blessing the Elements, otherwise you are going to have a crush at

the Altar.Firstly, light the Altar candle(s) and the incense.Take a pinch of salt and place it on the

Altar Pentacle. Inscribe an invoking Pentagram (see Appendix 2, Terms and Definitions) over it

with your Athame and say,‘I do bless thee O creature of Earth to make thee fit for these our

Rites.’Kiss your forefinger and say, ‘Blessed Be’.In a group everyone will echo this and every

other ‘Blessed Be’.With your Athame, draw an invoking Pentagram in the smoke of the incense

and say,‘I do bless and consecrate thee O creature of Air to make thee pure and fit for these

our Rites.’Kiss your forefinger and say, ‘Blessed Be’.With your Athame, draw an invoking

Pentagram in the flame of the candle and say,‘I do bless and consecrate thee, O creature of

Fire to make thee pure and fit for these our Rites.’Kiss your forefinger and say, ‘Blessed

Be’.With your Athame, draw an invoking Pentagram in the water and say,‘I do bless and

consecrate thee, O creature of Water to make thee pure and fit for these our Rites.’Kiss your

forefinger and say, ‘Blessed Be’. Then say,I call on Earth to bind my spell,Air to speed its

passage well,Bright as Fire shall it glow,And deep as ocean’s tides shall flow.Count the

elements fourfold,For in the Fifth the Spell shall hold.Blessed Be.This latter verse, derived from

Alex Sanders, is used in our group of Covens and not necessarily by other Covens.INVOKING

THE ELEMENTSThis is also referred to as Calling the Quarters. Some groups will have

Quarter lights denoting the places in the Circle. These are candles either on tall candleholders,

or on convenient pieces of furniture, and are generally yellow for Air, red for Fire, blue for Water

and green for Earth. Some groups will use different colour correspondences, such as blue for

Air, green for Water and yellow (or brown) for Earth, although Fire tends to continue to be red.

Quarter lights are frequently employed outdoors where the edge of the Circle may be less well



defined and then these candles may be placed in glass jars to prevent them damaging the

environment, or being extinguished by the wind or the movement of group members. Other

groups may place different indicators at these points, perhaps a Thurible for Air, the Sword for

Fire, the Cauldron for Water, and Besom for Earth.Where possible it is helpful to have one

person assigned to invoke each element, and that person will then banish the same element at

the end of the Ritual. If for any reason it is not possible for the same person to banish that

which they invoked it is the responsibility of the High Priestess to ensure that the banishing is

carried out.The person invoking each element will stand at the appropriate point of the Circle

and one at a time will turn outwards and, drawing the invoking Pentagram of that element with

their Athame, will say,‘I do summon, stir and call ye O element of Air (Fire/Water/Earth).

Raphael (Michael/Gabriel/Uriel), guardian of the gateway of the East (South/West/North),

attend with us, guard us, guide us and protect us in these our Rites. Hail and welcome.’They

kiss their forefinger and say ‘Blessed Be’. They then turn back to the rest of the group ready to

face the next direction as the next element is invoked.While the person invoking an element is

saying their words, everyone else will turn to face that direction and they, and the rest of the

group, will visualize that element, either in its natural form of wind, flame, water or land, or in

the form of the elemental Guardians Raphael, Michael, Gabriel, and Uriel. Raphael would be a

young man dressed in the colours of Spring, and so on. Note that not all Covens will employ

the Guardians when calling the Quarters.INVITING THE GODDESS AND THE GODThe

Goddess and the God are not invoked, they are invited. This can be done by one person

inviting each or, more usually, with one person inviting both. You can invite them by name (the

following text gives the names we use in our Circle) or more simply as the Goddess and the

God.The designated person turns to face the Altar and raises their arms in a gentle curve to

each side of their head and, visualizing the Goddess and the God, says,‘I call upon the Old

Gods, upon Hecate and Herne, upon Ceridwyn and Cernunnos, to be with us. To watch over

us, to guard us, guide us and protect us during these our Rites.’When they feel sure that the

Goddess and the God are present, they lower their arms and cross them over their chest and

say, ‘Blessed Be’.
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